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For several years now, Realtime has produced dozens and dozens of high‐quality books
that just happen to be delivered in electronic format—at no cost to you, the reader. We’ve
made this unique publishing model work through the generous support and cooperation of
our sponsors, who agree to bear each book’s production expenses for the benefit of our
readers.
Although we’ve always offered our publications to you for free, don’t think for a moment
that quality is anything less than our top priority. My job is to make sure that our books are
as good as—and in most cases better than—any printed book that would cost you $40 or
more. Our electronic publishing model offers several advantages over printed books: You
receive chapters literally as fast as our authors produce them (hence the “realtime” aspect
of our model), and we can update chapters to reflect the latest changes in technology.
I want to point out that our books are by no means paid advertisements or white papers.
We’re an independent publishing company, and an important aspect of my job is to make
sure that our authors are free to voice their expertise and opinions without reservation or
restriction. We maintain complete editorial control of our publications, and I’m proud that
we’ve produced so many quality books over the past years.
I want to extend an invitation to visit us at http://nexus.realtimepublishers.com, especially
if you’ve received this publication from a friend or colleague. We have a wide variety of
additional books on a range of topics, and you’re sure to find something that’s of interest to
you—and it won’t cost you a thing. We hope you’ll continue to come to Realtime for your
educational needs far into the future.
Until then, enjoy.
Don Jones
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Chapter 1: The Problem with SharePoint
Storage
We’ve been promised a world where SharePoint, in many ways, becomes our entire
intranet. At the very least, SharePoint is marketed as a means of centralizing all our shared
data and collaboration efforts. Conference speakers tell us that we should migrate our
shared folders into SharePoint, integrate SharePoint with back‐end databases, and make
SharePoint the “dashboard” for all our users’ information needs.
In many regards, SharePoint can do all of that—but the price can be prohibitive. Why?
That’s what this chapter is all about: The problems that can arise when SharePoint becomes
the centerpiece of your information sharing and collaboration. That’s not to say we can’t
make SharePoint do the job. On the contrary, we can make SharePoint fulfill its marketing
hype and much more—if we use the right techniques to overcome some of its inherent
hurdles.

The SharePoint Vision: Everything, in One Place
Microsoft’s vision for SharePoint is for it to become the central, single location for all your
information‐sharing needs. The problem with many of today’s environments is the sheer
amount of data that users need access to, and the fact that the data is scattered all over the
environment. For example, consider Figure 1.1. Users access information from shared
folders on file servers, from public folders in Exchange, from line‐of‐business application
databases, and much more. Simply teaching new users where all this information lives is
time consuming and challenging, and finding the right data at the right time can be
bewildering for even experienced users.
All these different information repositories have their own means of access, too. Shared
folders typically rely on Server Message Block (SMB) protocols, while Exchange public
folders may be accessible via the Internet Mail Access Protocol (IMAP), Outlook Web App
(OWA), Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs), and more. Line‐of‐business data—even basic
summary data that you might want to glance at now and again throughout the day—might
use entirely different protocols. Making sure users have access to everything from
everywhere—from the office to their homes, including computers and mobile devices—is
challenging and often impractical.
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Figure 1.1: Users access information from too many places.
There are additional problem with this scattered access. For example, shared files living on
a file server aren’t version‐controlled, making it all too easy for a user to accidentally delete
or change something they shouldn’t have. This mistake then forces an administrator to
resort to a backup. Newer versions of Windows support a Volume Shadow Copy Service
(VSS) feature that can help with the problem, but it’s a time‐based snapshot. That means it
won’t capture every version of a changed file, so you can still end up losing valuable
information.
SharePoint proposes to solve this business problem by centralizing everything into a single
location. As Figure 1.2 shows, users can continue to employ whatever means they like to
access the data—including Microsoft Outlook—but the primary access is through a Web
browser. The benefit of this technique is that Web browsers exist on nearly every modern
computer and mobile device, and use a simple protocol that can be initiated from anywhere
in the world. Suddenly, all that shared data is centrally available through a single interface.
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Figure 1.2: Centralizing everything in SharePoint.
Even business data from back‐end databases can be integrated into SharePoint dashboards,
while remaining in their original databases. This makes SharePoint a single “portal” for
corporate data; in fact, the first version of SharePoint was called SharePoint Portal Server,
an early suggestion of this all‐in‐one vision.
SharePoint can not only centralize all this information but also make it version‐controlled,
indexed, and searchable. Now, users can find data more easily, and the data is protected
against accidental change or deletion through a version‐controlled repository.
That’s SharePoint’s promise, and it’s primarily delivered through the idea of having
everything contained in a single, central repository. That repository, unfortunately, is
exactly what introduces many of SharePoint’s most significant challenges.

The SharePoint Content Repository: It’s Just a Database
SharePoint’s repository—where all its content lives, is indexed, and is version‐controlled—
isn’t some special data construct. It’s just a database—a SQL Server database, to be specific.
Modern versions of SharePoint are well‐tuned to support content databases in the multi‐
terabyte range, meaning SharePoint should be able to handle whatever you throw at it in
terms of storage. In fact, the main reason that companies split their SharePoint content
across multiple databases is to reduce things like backup and recovery time, not because
SharePoint can’t scale to handle their content storage needs.
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So let’s just be clear on one point: From a technical perspective, SharePoint can handle a lot
of data. Probably in the tens of terabytes. Database size limitations are not the problem
with the SharePoint content repository. But let’s step deeper inside for a moment, and look
at how that database works.
SQL Server stores data on disk in 8KB chunks called pages. When SQL Server needs to
change a single byte of data, it loads—at a minimum—8KB of data off disk, makes the
change in memory, then writes that 8KB page back to disk. Normally, SQL Server has to
store an entire table row within a single page, meaning a single row of data can’t exceed
that 8KB limit (the actual number is slightly smaller, since each page has a small amount of
overhead for management data). However, SQL Server does allow a row of data to contain a
pointer to larger pieces of data, which can then be spread across multiple pages. Figure 1.3
illustrates this storage mechanism, with a single row of data on the first page, containing a
pointer to several sequential pages that contain a large string of data—perhaps a photo, a
Word document, or some other large piece of information.

Figure 1.3: Storing data on pages in SQL Server.
SQL Server refers to these large objects, which are stored as binary data, as binary large
objects (BLOBs)—surely one of the most charming acronyms in IT!
Note
We’ll dive deeper into SQL Server’s storage mechanisms, and some of the
other subtle problems that BLOBs can create, later in this chapter.
It turns out, however, that SQL Server isn’t as amazing with BLOBs as it is with the smaller
pieces of data it normally deals with. Streaming a BLOB into the database, or reading it out
of the database, simply isn’t what SQL Server is best at. That’s not to suggest SQL Server’s
performance is horrible or anything, but even Microsoft has spent years trying to come up
with alternative ways of storing the information that are faster and more efficient. In SQL
Server 2008, for example, Microsoft added the FILESTREAM data type to SQL Server, which
allows BLOBs to be stored as simple files on the file system, with a pointer inside the
database. The idea is that Windows’ file system excels at reading and writing large files, so
why not let it do that? Of course, with some of the data living outside the actual database,
tasks like replication, backup, and recovery can become more complicated, but the upside
is increased performance.
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A deeper problem with large SharePoint databases—whether they’re full of BLOBs or
not—is that they simply take up a lot of room on disk, and data center‐quality disk storage
still isn’t cheap. You might be able to buy a dozen 1TB desktop‐class hard drives for $1800,
but just the cabinet for a 12‐bay storage area network (SAN) can run $14,000—a fully‐
populated 12TB SAN can run to $30,000. So, although SharePoint’s database might not
flinch at storing that much data, doing so can cost a lot. Plus, you’re going to have to find a
way to back it all up, and be able to recover it quickly in the event of a disaster or failure.
A more subtle challenge with SharePoint storage is when you start enabling version
control. Every time someone modifies a SharePoint‐based file, you’re creating a new
version of that file—and the old version remains in the database. So the database can get
quite large, quite quickly. SharePoint also needs database storage to index the file so that it
can quickly locate files based on keyword searches by users. We want those features—it
would just be nice if we could find a way to have them take up a bit less space.
The idea, then, is to identify the specific problems associated with specific types of
“problem content,” and to find ways to address those problems while still meeting the
SharePoint vision of “everything in one place.” The general phrase for what we’re trying to
do is SharePoint storage optimization, meaning we’re seeking to optimize our use of
SharePoint storage to reduce our storage costs, while still maintaining a fully‐functional
SharePoint infrastructure that offers all the benefits that SharePoint offers.

Specific Problems with Specific Kinds of Content
Let’s begin by examining specific types of problem content. By “problem,” I mean that these
forms of content can bloat the SharePoint database—perhaps not reducing performance,
but definitely increasing your storage costs and making tasks like backup and recovery
more complicated. We’re not going to take the “easy” route and simply say, “don’t store this
information in SharePoint;” our goal is to use SharePoint the way it’s meant to be used—
but to do so with a bit more control over our storage utilization.

Large Content Items
First and foremost are the file attachments stored in SharePoint, which I’ll refer to as large
content items. Word documents, PowerPoint presentations, Excel spreadsheets, Photoshop
illustrations, Acrobat PDFs, you name it. Traditionally, we would just have dumped these
onto a file server and let people access them from there, but with a file server, we’re not
getting integrated enterprise‐wide searching, nor are we getting version control—which
could certainly be beneficial for at least some of the files in your environment. SharePoint
offers those features, but these large items can take up a lot of room in the database,
increasing your storage costs. In addition, as I’ve already mentioned, SQL Server isn’t
necessarily at its best when working with these large content items; if there was a way to
move them outside the database—and still have them be “inside” SharePoint, of course—
then we could perhaps improve performance a bit as well as optimize our storage.
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Note
I’ll cover large content items in more detail, including storage optimization
techniques, in Chapter 2.

Shared Folders and Media Files
Obviously, the information in shared folders qualifies as “large content items,” so all the
caveats I described in the previous section still apply. Media files—audio and video files—
obviously fall under the same category, as video files in particular can be very large.
But they have some unique problems above and beyond their mere size. Simply getting this
content into SharePoint can present an enormous challenge: You need to locate the data,
copy it into the SharePoint database, create the necessary SharePoint items to provide
access to the data, and—perhaps most importantly—apply the appropriate permissions to
the content so that SharePoint’s access permissions reflect the original permissions of each
file. You’ll be adding considerable size to your SharePoint database in the process, of
course, but you’ll get the advantages of SharePoint’s features, including permissions
management, workflows, alerts, and versioning, along with indexing and search. Figure 1.4
illustrates the logical migration process.
There are a number of vendors who offer tools to assist with, and automate, this kind of
data migration. However, be aware that this kind of migration isn’t always the optimal way
to use SharePoint, at least in terms of storage optimization.

Figure 1.4: Migrating content into SharePoint.
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Note
Chapter 3 will dive into this type of content in more detail, and suggest ways
in which you can obtain the benefits of having the content in SharePoint,
while optimizing your storage utilization.
Notice that the source repository for these migrations can come in a number of forms:
typical Windows file servers, of course, but also cloud‐based storage or even FTP servers.
The basic idea is that any file, no matter where it’s located, can become more valuable and
collaborative once it’s inside SharePoint—assuming, of course, that you want to devote
enough storage to keeping it all in the repository, or that you have another way of
incorporating the information without actually migrating it into the database.
Offsite Content?
Why in the world would we want to include FTP‐ or cloud‐based content in
our SharePoint infrastructure? Simple: There are a number of good business
reasons to include the “primary copy” of content in a cloud‐based storage
system, on an FTP server, or elsewhere. Recoverability is one reason: Cloud‐
based storage can offer better protection against deletion or failure.
Accessibility is another reason: We might have need for others to access the
data, and cloud‐ or FTP‐based storage both offer easy ways for anyone in the
world to get at the information.
Sometimes data in a cloud‐ or FTP‐based storage system might be someone
else’s data that our company has access to; being able to include that in
SharePoint would make it easier for our users to access, without requiring us
to actually “own” the data.
So there are definitely situations where we would want to bring in content
from a cloud‐based storage system, or even an FTP server, without actually
“migrating” that data to live entirely within SharePoint. This may be a tricky
requirement, as most of SharePoint’s features typically require content to
“live” in the database, but by identifying this as a potential need, we can be on
the lookout for a solution, technology, or trick that might let us meet that
need.
Aside from the storage implications, there might seem to be one other significant downside
of moving content into SharePoint: retraining your users. For years, you’ve taught them to
used mapped drives, or possibly even UNC paths, to get to their shared files. Now, they
have to learn to find their files inside SharePoint document libraries. Newer versions of
Office can help alleviate the retraining pain because users can directly access documents
from those libraries, but for non‐Office files—or if your users are used to older versions of
Office—there’s still some retraining to be done. There’s good news, though: Usually,
retrained users have an easier time working with documents that are in SharePoint, so
there’s definitely a benefit associated with that retraining investment.
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I want to spend a few moments discussing the specific challenges associated with
streaming media—meaning audio and video. First, these files tend to be large, meaning
they’ll take up a lot of space in SQL Server and place a greater demand on SQL Server to
retrieve them from the database. They can also place burdens on SharePoint’s Web Front
End (WFE) servers, because those Web servers have to retrieve the content from the
database and stream it—in a continual, literal stream of data—to users. In fact, this kind of
media content is the one thing I often see companies excluding from SharePoint, simply out
of concern for what it will do to SharePoint’s performance. This book will have a specific
goal of addressing this kind of content, and identifying ways to include it in SharePoint
without creating a significant database or WFE impact.

Dormant or Archived Content
Perhaps one of the biggest drains on your SharePoint storage is old content that’s no longer
needed for day‐to‐day use or that hasn’t been used in a significant period of time but still
can’t be permanently deleted. Most organizations have a certain amount of data that
qualifies as “dormant” or “archival,” such is particularly the case for organizations that have
a legal or industry requirement to retain data for a certain period of time.
Even if all you have in the way of shared data is file servers, you probably know that the
majority of the files they store isn’t used very frequently. Think about it: If your SharePoint
servers only needed to contain the data that people actually accessed on a regular basis, the
database probably wouldn’t be all that large. The problem is that you also need to maintain
a way to access all that dormant and archival data—and that is often where SharePoint’s
biggest share of storage utilization comes from, especially when that dormant or archived
data consists of large content items like file attachments. It’d be great to pull that
information out of SharePoint, but then it would no longer be indexed and searchable, and
when someone did need to access it, they’d have no version control, no alerts, no workflow,
and so forth.
I’ve seen organizations create tiered SharePoint libraries, like the one Figure 1.5 shows.
The idea is that “current” content lives in a “production” SharePoint server, with its own
database. Older or dormant content is moved—either manually or through some kind of
automated process—into an “archival” SharePoint installation, with its own database. The
archival database isn’t backed up as frequently, may live on older, slower computers, and in
general costs slightly less.
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Figure 1.5: Tiered SharePoint storage.
Properly done, you can even maintain a single set of search indexes so that users can find
older content. The problem is that older content becomes second‐class, might be harder to
get to in terms of performance, and still takes up space in a SQL Server database. This type
of tiered storage isn’t necessarily ideal for every company, although it’s on the right track
toward a better solution.
Note
Chapter 4 will dive into specific techniques for better managing dormant and
archival SharePoint content.
There’s a bit more to this dormant/archival content picture, and that’s how you actually
identify dormant or archival content and move it out of SharePoint—while somehow
leaving it “in” SharePoint so that it’s still searchable and accessible. Let’s face it: If you
expect users, or even administrators, to manually identify “old” content and mark it for
archival in some fashion, it’s pretty much never going to happen. So you need to create
some kind of automated, non‐manual process that can identify content that hasn’t been
accessed in a while, apply customizable business rules, and automatically migrate content
into some other storage tier—without “removing” it from SharePoint, of course.
As you’ll see in Chapter 3, “dormant” content can consist of a lot more than the odd rarely‐
used file. In fact, if you’ve really been using SharePoint, you might have entire sites that are
dormant—perhaps ones associated with a now‐completed project—and you want to
dismantle them without making them permanently unavailable. You might want to treat
old versions of files as “dormant,” while leaving the current and most‐recent versions in
your “production” SharePoint site—but you don’t want to permanently delete those old
versions. You might even be required to maintain older content, for regulatory reasons, but
you don’t see any reason to bog down your day‐to‐day SharePoint operations to do so.
There are lots of reasons to want to tier your SharePoint storage, and we’re going to need
to investigate some of the methods that will let you do so.
9
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SharePoint Storage Technical Deep Dive
I’ve touched briefly on how SharePoint stores its data, but if we’re going to make any
headway in optimizing our SharePoint storage, we need to understand that storage
mechanism in much greater detail. Here’s a deep dive on how SharePoint storage works.

How SQL Server Stores Data
SQL Server consists of a service, which opens database files on disk. You can think of the
database file as a kind of proprietary second‐level storage system, meaning it is a way for
SQL Server to organize data in a manner that facilitates SQL Server’s job and performance
goals. The database itself sits on a disk drive, and access to the file is made through
Windows’ own file systems. Figure 1.6 outlines the high‐level structure.

Figure 1.6: Highlevel SQL Server storage.
As I already described, SQL Server stores data in 8KB chunks called pages. That is strictly a
SQL Server data‐management paradigm; the actual data is still written to the disk in the
form of disk blocks, which are usually smaller than 8KB. For example, if the drive was
formatted to use 1KB disk blocks, SQL Server would be writing eight of those blocks to the
file system each time it saved a page to the database. Figure 1.7 illustrates this deeper‐level
look at the storage architecture.
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Figure 1.7: Storing data in pages and disk blocks.
This form of storage can have ever‐deeper impacts on SQL Server’s performance. As I
already explained, SQL Server generally requires that a single row of database data live
within a single 8KB page; smaller rows can share a page. Because SQL Server reads data in
8KB chunks, storing more rows per page means that SQL Server can read more data in a
single operation. Conversely, a data row occupying 4.1KB can result in a lot of wasted disk
throughput because SQL Server can only fit a single such page on an 8KB row but must
read and write that entire 8KB, even though only slightly more than half of the 8KB actually
consists of data.

How Windows Stores Data
Windows’ NTFS stores data in disk blocks, or clusters, and their size is determined when
you format a new logical disk. The sizing theory goes something like this:
•

Smaller disk blocks mean less wasted space but require more work for Windows to
read and write when large, multi‐block files are involved.

•

Larger disk blocks mean the potential for more wasted space but allow Windows to
read and write larger files in fewer discrete operations.

For a volume containing SQL Server databases, it’s almost ideal to use an 8KB cluster size,
as this aligns SQL Server’s own storage with the file system’s smallest unit of work. Some
experts recommend a larger cluster size of 64KB, meaning every file system‐level disk read
will pick up eight SQL Server pages.
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The point is that the Windows file system is really good at reading large blocks of disk
space into memory, and at writing changes to large blocks of disk space. You have a lot of
flexibility to optimize the file system’s behavior in this regard, depending on the size of files
you’re working with. Really, the high‐level lesson is that the file system is very good at
storing files. It does not necessarily need another layer added atop it if all you’re doing is
storing large items like file attachments. Yes, if you’re going to be storing relational data,
such as an actual database, a different means of organizing that data can vastly improve
performance—which is why SQL Server has its own database structure rather than just
storing data in tiny little files all over the disk. But that doesn’t mean an intermediate
storage layer like SQL Server is always going to offer the best performance.

SharePoint: All About the BLOBs
When SQL Server needs to store a large mass of data, such as a file attachment, it does so in
the form of a BLOB. BLOBs consist of a link, or pointer, within the actual row data. That link
or pointer then connects to one or more 8KB pages that store the actual BLOB data. So, in
SharePoint, suppose that a single document entry takes up a single 8KB page for the entry
itself. If a document entry includes a 50MB PowerPoint file attachment, the total entry will
consist of more than 6000 pages in the database.
SQL Server will never need to read a portion of those 6000 pages—when you retrieve the
PowerPoint file, you’re going to retrieve all of it. That means those 6000 pages will only
ever be read sequentially, all at once. The problem is that they might not be stored
sequentially. SQL Server writes pages to the database beginning in the first available spot,
so those 6000 pages may require SQL Server to jump around a bit, finding free spaces for
all of them. The result is a fragmented database, meaning SQL Server will need to jump
around within the database file to re‐assemble that PowerPoint attachment. Further, the
actual disk blocks storing those pages might not be contiguous (and that’s often the case
when a database grows beyond its initial size), so the operating system (OS) may have to
jump around quite a bit to piece together those 8KB pages. All that disk I/O, at both the
database and file system level, can slow SQL Server a bit. Although SQL Server is designed
to perform this kind of operation, when it has to do so for hundreds or thousands of users
at once, its performance definitely sees an impact.
The fact is that most of SharePoint’s storage will be given over to BLOBs. If you import 5TB
of files, you’re going to be using 5TB of BLOB‐style storage (potentially more, actually,
because having to store the data in 8KB chunks will usually result in some “wasted space”
at the end of each BLOB sequence). You’ll also be adding the SharePoint data entries to
keep track of those files, but as a percentage of the total data, those entries are negligible. In
most SharePoint installations, upwards of 90% of your database size will be given over to
BLOBs, so figuring out how to optimize that storage can have a significant impact.
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Why BLOBs Are Bad for Databases
Keep in mind that SQL Server’s main design point is to read and write single pages of data,
or at the worst, a few pages of data, at once. Most SharePoint operations—updating a
document’s permissions, or changing its name—require that very few database pages be
modified, and SQL Server does a great job of it. When SQL Server has to start behaving like
a file system, however, it’s not working in its best “comfort zone,” and so you can start to
see performance differences.
In fact, when it comes to dealing with large, sequential data structures—like file
attachments—SQL Server is essentially adding an unnecessary second layer to the
equation. Because those file attachment BLOBs aren’t the kind of structured, relational data
that SQL Server is deigned for, SQL Server really is taking on some of the attributes of a file
system—but it’s also sitting on top of a file system.
One trick, then, is to offload the BLOBs to the file system, which excels at moving huge
lumps of data from place to place. The file system is already involved in SQL Server’s BLOB
manipulation, so taking SQL Server “out of the stack” can help improve performance. In
fact, in the next chapter, I’ll discuss some of the techniques Microsoft has created—
including External BLOB Storage and Remote BLOB Storage—to help offload BLOB storage
from SQL Server and into the file system or other storage mechanisms that are better
suited to mass‐storage.

Why We Put BLOBs into SharePoint
Let’s consider every file in a SharePoint document library to consist of two main parts: The
file metadata and the file attachment itself. The metadata consists of things like keywords,
permissions, update dates and times, and so forth; the file itself is the actual file data stored
in a Word file, a PowerPoint file, or whatever.
The metadata provides most of SharePoint’s features, allowing it to coordinate workflows,
maintain version information, send alerts, and so forth. But SharePoint also needs access to
the actual file because its search indexing engine wants to open those files and scan them
for keywords. By doing so, it builds a search index, which is employed to help users quickly
locate files by using keywords. So although it is technically possible to separate the
metadata from the file itself, it isn’t desirable to do so unless that separation can be done in
a way that still provides SharePoint’s indexing engine access to the file.
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In fact, as you’ll see in the second chapter, Microsoft’s official BLOB‐offloading technologies
seek to do just that. They essentially wedge themselves into SQL Server’s brain so that
when SQL Server needs to store or retrieve a BLOB, the BLOB data goes elsewhere rather
than into the database itself. Because this “wedge” occurs within SQL Server, applications—
like SharePoint—don’t need to realize that it’s happening. They “think” the BLOBs live in
the database, and SQL Server makes the BLOBs available as if they were in the database, so
SharePoint can continue working with all the files as if they were in the database—even
though they’re not. But that’s not necessarily the only approach to reducing the size of the
SharePoint database and improving SharePoint’s database performance. In fact, one reason
BLOB offloading isn’t the “perfect solution” is because it still requires that content be
migrated into SharePoint to begin with—and that migration project might be one that you
want to avoid, if possible.

Goals for Content
Now that you’re aware of the technical underpinnings of SharePoint’s storage, and of some
of the general directions that a solution might take, let’s lay out business goals for
SharePoint storage. Some of these might seem contradictory at this point, but that’s okay—
we’re after the “perfect world” set of capabilities, and we’ll work out in the next few
chapters whether we can have them all.
Keep in mind that these goals apply, potentially, to all the shared and collaborative data in
your environment. Right now, it might not all be in SharePoint. Whether it is, isn’t, or
should or should not be is not the consideration right now. SharePoint is a means, not a
goal in and of itself. What we’re going to review now are our goals, and we’ll determine
later whether SharePoint can be made to meet these goals.

Location‐Unaware
As I wrote earlier, there are some advantages to keeping content elsewhere, especially off‐
site. We want to be able to include content in SharePoint regardless of where the content is
located, and in some cases—as I’ll outline in a bit—we may have good business reasons for
not migrating that content into the SharePoint database.

Alert‐Enabled
We want all of our content to be alert‐enabled. Alerts provide a way for users to “subscribe”
to an individual document and to be notified of any changes to it. This might allow a
document owner, for example, to be notified when someone else has made changes to a
document; it might allow users who rely on a document—such as current sales specials or
personnel policies—to be notified when changes have been made that they ought to review
and become familiar with.
This is something that SharePoint offers, but we need to figure out whether we can
practically and affordably include all of our content in SharePoint. Ideally, we do want all of
our content included in SharePoint in some way so that any piece of content can be
subscribed for alerts.
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Metadata‐ and Tagging‐Enabled
SharePoint allows for content to have predefined and custom metadata attached to it, along
with user‐defined tags. Companies use these features to attach additional meaningful
keywords to content, and to classify content. For example, companies might use metadata
to identify a content item as “confidential” or to associate it with a particular project. Of
course, the content has to live in SharePoint’s database in order for this support to exist—
but we want these features for all of our content.
These feature in particular can make long‐term content management easier, and can enable
users to locate content more easily and quickly by using common keywords that might not
appear within the content body (especially for media files like videos, which don’t have a
written “body” for keywords to appear within).

Workflow‐Enabled
We don’t necessarily want every single document modified by everyone in the
environment, but we might be open to everyone suggesting changes. One way to achieve
that is to apply workflow to our documents. Workflow enables a user to modify a document
and submit it for approval, either to a group of reviewers or to a single reviewer. Before the
modified document becomes the official “current” version, the modifications would have to
be approved by some predetermined set of approvers.
SharePoint offers this functionality but only for content that resides within its database. In
other words, we again need to see whether it’s practical and affordable to include all of our
content inside SharePoint so that we can enable workflow on whatever pieces of content
we feel require it.

Version‐Controlled
Another SharePoint feature is the ability to keep past versions of documents. Unlike a tape
backup or even Windows’ VSS, SharePoint doesn’t create a new version on a scheduled
basis. Instead, it creates a new version of a document whenever someone modifies the
previous version—ensuring that we have every version of the document that ever existed,
if desired. Users with appropriate permissions can access older versions of a document,
compare it with other versions, and even make an older version the current, “official”
version for other users to access.
In an ideal world, we’d have the option for versioning for every document in the entire
enterprise—but normally, SharePoint can only do this for documents that live within its
repository. So once again, we need to decide whether we can afford to include everything
within SharePoint.
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Secured
Most of today’s data repositories support some kind of security. The Windows file system,
for example, has a very granular security system. What would be nice is if we could manage
access to all of our shared data in a single place. Obviously, SharePoint is a candidate to be
that place because it too supports a robust and granular security system. In fact, because its
security information lives in a database rather than being distributed across individual files
and folders, SharePoint is arguably a better way to manage storage, offering the potential
for easier security reporting, auditing, and so forth.
Again, however, we can only get those advantages if all of our content lives in the
SharePoint database—which may or may not be practical or affordable.

Indexed and Searchable
One of SharePoint’s biggest advantages is its ability to index the content in its database, and
make that content searchable for your users. It’s like having your own private Google or
Bing search engine that is accessible only to employees and that includes all of your
enterprise data. SharePoint’s indexing system is security‐aware, meaning it won’t show
users search results for things they don’t have permission to access in the first place. Of
course, in order to be indexed, SharePoint needs all your content to move into the database.
Even if you’ve decided that you’ll pay whatever storage costs are needed to make that
happen, there’s still the significant project of getting your data into that database.

Minimal Database Impact
Here’s where our business goals start to contradict each other. We want all of the above
capabilities—searching, security, alerts, workflow, and so on—but we want minimal
impact on the SQL Server databases that support SharePoint. We want those databases to
perform at maximum efficiency at all times, and we ideally want them to take up as little
space as possible—simply because “space” costs money to acquire and to protect and
maintain.

Minimal WFE Impact
I described earlier how streaming media files can sometimes have a negative impact on
SharePoint’s WFE, so we want to avoid that impact. We still want our media files “in”
SharePoint somehow—so that they can be indexed, searched, and managed just like any
other form of content—but we don’t want to do so in a way that will create a burden for the
WFE.

Minimal Migration
We also want all of the above goals without having to spend time and money migrating data
into SharePoint. Although great migration tools exist, any migration project is a project. We
might decide that some degree of content migration is acceptable, but we don’t want
migration to be a hard‐and‐fast pre‐requisite for gaining the above capabilities for all of our
content.
In other words, we want to be able to use all SharePoint’s features without necessarily
putting all of our content into SharePoint’s database. Seem contradictory? Sure—and it’s a
big part of what we’ll be examining in the next three chapters.
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Transparent to Users
Based on the above, seemingly‐conflicting goals, we’re likely going to be looking at some
kind of hybridized system that involves SharePoint, SQL Server, perhaps some kind of
BLOB offloading, and likely other techniques. With that possibility in mind, let’s make one
last, formal business requirement of whatever solution we come up with: Our users can’t
know.
The goal here is to get all of our content into a centralized SharePoint infrastructure so that
our users can access all of their content in one consistent fashion. That’s SharePoint’s high‐
level vision, and we have to maintain it. We can’t start throwing wrenches into the system
that require users to go here for some content, there for other content, and over there for
still more content; it all needs to be in one place. Whatever we’re doing to archive old
content, for example, still has to make it look like that content still lives in SharePoint, even
if it really doesn’t. This is perhaps our ultimate business goal, and any solution that doesn’t
meet at least this goal is one that we will have to set aside as unsuitable.

Coming Up Next
Now that we’ve defined the major challenges and goals for SharePoint content, it’s time to
start looking at specific solutions. In the next chapter, I’ll focus on large content items,
which often create the first and most difficult challenge that companies face with
SharePoint. We’ll look at the advantages of including this content in SharePoint, and the
difficulties that arise when you do so. We’ll also focus on the core techniques that can allow
large content to be integrated within SharePoint, while avoiding most of those difficulties.
So let’s quickly review what’s ahead: In Chapter 2, I’ll look at the specific techniques we can
use to reduce the size of the SQL Server database while still leaving our content “in”
SharePoint. We’ll dive into the details of the BLOB‐offloading technologies I introduced in
this chapter, along with other approaches. We’ll get pretty technical because it’s the subtle
details in each approach that really make a difference.
Chapter 3 will be about optimizing SharePoint storage for external or legacy content. We’ll
look at all the content living on file servers and other “old school” forms of storage as well
as content living in external stores like FTP servers or cloud‐storage systems. I’ll also focus
in on those streaming media files that can be so problematic for some SharePoint
environments. We’ll look at ways to include this content in SharePoint, while still trying to
meet our business goals for transparency, database impact, and so forth.
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Finally, in Chapter 4, we’ll look at optimizing SharePoint storage for dormant and archived
content. This will be a tricky chapter because we have to not only find a way to keep our
SharePoint databases trim and efficient but we also concoct some means of automatically
identifying and moving dormant data into another storage tier—while of course keeping it
transparently accessible to SharePoint users. The industry has worked up some clever
techniques for this, and I’m excited to share some of them with you.
There’s sort of a theme for this book, and it’s this: Getting all of your content into SharePoint
without blowing your storage requirements through the roof. If you’re already using
SharePoint, you’ll find that this theme also helps you lower your existing SharePoint
storage requirements, hopefully without giving up any SharePoint features for any of that
content.
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Chapter 2: Optimizing SharePoint Storage
for Large Content Items
One of the biggest uses of SharePoint is to store large content items. Unfortunately, those
are also one of the biggest contributors to massively‐larger SQL Server databases, slower
database performance, and other problems. One of the most important topics in today’s
SharePoint world is optimizing SharePoint to store these large content items.

What Is “Large Content?”
Large content, in this context, refers primarily to the file attachments stored within
SharePoint. Microsoft refers to this kind of content as unstructured data, as opposed to the
more structured, relational data normally stored in a database.
As outlined in the previous chapter, SQL Server’s default means of storing this kind of data
is as a Binary Large Object (BLOB), usually stored in a column defined with the varbinary()
type. Physically, SQL Server keeps a pointer on the actual data page, and spreads the BLOB
data across several pages. Figure 2.1 illustrates how the row data page provides a pointer
to sequential BLOB pages.

Figure 2.1: BLOB storage in a SQL Server database.
SharePoint can, of course, accommodate a lot of large content items. For example, if you
enable versioning, then every new version of a file will be a new large content item—and
the previous versions will remain in place. A typical file attachment might have less than
10KB of structured data associated with it—so much of your SharePoint database will be
occupied by these BLOBs. For example, if your average Word document is half a megabyte,
then you can expect about 95% of your database to be occupied by BLOBs, with just 5%
being the actual SharePoint data used to track and provide access to those BLOBs. I
examined a couple of SharePoint databases from consulting clients and found that number
to hold roughly true for all of them. Figure 2.2 illustrates the percentage—it’s pretty
impactful to see a visual like this and realize that most of your database space is given over
to BLOB data—essentially making SQL Server into a file server.
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Figure 2.2: Around 95% of many SharePoint databases is BLOB data.
Of course this won’t always be the case—I have clients who have SharePoint sites that don’t
contain any file attachments. Of course, those sites’ databases are markedly smaller than
the sites that do contain a lot of file attachments.

Pros and Cons of Large Content in SharePoint
Obviously, the SharePoint team didn’t decide to load up SQL Server with BLOBs just for fun.
There are excellent reasons to have that data there—just as there are some significant
negative impacts. Understanding the pros and cons, however, is the key to finding a
solution that lets us get what we want, with as few of the negatives as possible.

Everything in One Place
The main benefit of having BLOBs in the SQL Server database is that SharePoint can access
the file data very easily. This is important for things like its workflow features, alerts,
security model, and most importantly for its ability to index the file contents for search
purposes. If SharePoint were to just dump all the data on a file server someplace, all of
those things would be a bit harder to manage, and might well require additional layers and
services to provide things like content indexing.
Having everything in the database also makes backup and recovery fairly straightforward:
Just back up the SQL Server database and you’re done. SQL Server features like database
mirroring, replication, log shipping, compression, and transparent encryption all come for
free when everything’s in the database, giving you a lot of flexibility in how you work with
your data, protect it, and so forth.
Keeping everything in the database helps with consistency as well. All the data is in one
place, so it’s always internally consistent. Delete a file entry in SharePoint and the file
data—the BLOB—goes away immediately. If SharePoint kept the file in the normal file
system, SharePoint would have to coordinate changes and deletions between the file
system and the database, creating an opportunity for inconsistency that you and your users
would probably not appreciate.
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Negative Database Impact
The downside of having all of that BLOB data in the database is that, of course, it takes up a
lot of space. That can actually have some subtle impact on SQL Server performance. For
example, consider the data pages shown in Figure 2.3. Here, you can see that actual data
rows are interspersed by BLOB data. That makes it harder for SQL Server to read the actual
structured data because SQL Server has to skip over BLOB data pages in order to do so.
This isn’t a huge deal when you’re talking about a page or two, but when reading a large
number of rows in a heavily‐populated database, it has a cumulative negative impact on
performance.
Another issue is database fragmentation. In Figure 2.3, you can see that one of the large
items has been deleted, leaving a big empty space in the database. SQL Server may not
immediately re‐use that space, so you’ll wind up with wasted disk space—a database file
that’s physically larger than it needs to be. That results in the need for more frequent
maintenance.

Figure 2.3: Deleting BLOB data can result in a lot of wasted space.
Worse, when SQL Server does start re‐using that space, it’ll lead directly to data
fragmentation. As Figure 2.4 shows, SQL Server is now storing data pages out of order,
meaning it’ll have to hop back and forth within the database files to retrieve data rows.
Pretty ugly, right? Again, not a huge deal on a piece‐by‐piece basis, but it does have a
cumulative negative performance impact in a large, busy database.

Figure 2.4: Fragmented databases require more reading effort.
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Goals for Large Content in SharePoint
Optimizing SharePoint storage is, in many cases, led by an effort to get the large content
items out of SharePoint. When we do that, however, we need to do so with an eye toward
retaining all of SharePoint’s features. We don’t want to just shrink the database for the sake
of doing so if at the same time we’re losing access to features like security, workflow, alerts,
indexing, and so on.

Remove the Data from the Database
So the primary goal is to remove just the BLOB data from the database. That leaves SQL
Server with a cleaner, leaner database consisting entirely of data rows. Problems like
empty space and fragmentation can still occur, of course, but they’ll be much less severe,
meaning you’ll have to perform maintenance on the database less frequently.
Backups will not necessarily be faster, as you’ll still want to back up the BLOB data,
wherever it winds up living. In fact, one risk is that you’ll have to come up with new backup
routines, depending on how you do offload the BLOBs because your offloading technique
won’t necessarily integrate with SQL Server’s native backup scheme.
ThirdParty Backup Tools
Some third‐party backup tools rely entirely on SQL Server to deliver the data
to back up. If your offloading scheme takes the BLOB data away from SQL
Server, then SQL Server won’t know about it—and won’t be able to deliver it
to the backup tool.

Keep the Metadata in the Database
We don’t want to pull all of the content out of the database, though. The metadata needs to
stay—that’s information like who owns the file, who has permissions to the file, what
keywords are associated with the file, and so forth. SharePoint needs that information to
manage the file itself, and having that structured data in the database is the best way for
SharePoint to use it. The metadata, as I wrote, doesn’t take up much space, and it’s really
what the database is for.

Keep the Content Searchable
We also want to keep the content searchable, meaning SharePoint has to be able to access
the BLOB contents in some fashion. As you’ll see in the upcoming sections, that means
either SharePoint needs to be able to find the file on its own, or SharePoint needs to be able
to transparently access the BLOB data through SQL Server—even if SQL Server isn’t
physically storing the BLOB data. Figure 2.5 shows the three ways this can work: storing
the data in SQL Server itself (the middle path), using a SQL Server‐side BLOB offloading
mechanism (shown on the left), or using some SharePoint‐based BLOB redirection (on the
right).
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Figure 2.5 Keeping BLOB content searchable.
Note
As a convention in this chapter, green arrows will represent the flow of
structured data, while blue represents the flow of unstructured BLOB data. A
green/blue arrow will represent either type of data.
Any of these techniques will ensure that SharePoint still has access to the BLOB data so that
SharePoint can crawl that data for search purposes.

Keep the Content Secured
We also want the content to remain secured using SharePoint’s security system. That
system is complex enough without layering some other security mechanism on top of it, so
the BLOB data needs to be stored in a way that prevents access to it except through
SharePoint, or in some other way that respects SharePoint’s priority in controlling access
to the file. What we want to avoid is a situation like that shown in Figure 2.6 where the
BLOB data lives elsewhere, such as on a shared folder, and can be accessed directly—
effectively bypassing SharePoint.
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Figure 2.6: You don’t want to be able to bypass SharePoint’s security.
Simply storing BLOB data on a file server is not inherently a bad thing; what matters is how
the data is secured on that file server. You simply want to ensure that the data can’t be
accessed without SharePoint. Or, if it can be accessed without SharePoint, that any such
access can be synchronized back to SharePoint—so that SharePoint remains nominally in
control of that data.

Keep the Content Versioned, Alerted, Workflowed, Etc.
Finally, we need to ensure that all of SharePoint’s other features—versioning, alerting,
workflow, and so on—continue to operate on the data that we’ve offloaded. These features
are the main reason for using SharePoint, after all, so if we lose these features, we’ve sort of
made SharePoint useless. If we can’t offload the data and retain these features, we probably
wouldn’t want to offload the data at all.

Extra Features
We might want to add features on top of what SharePoint and SQL Server currently offer.
For example, we might want to direct different categories of BLOB data to different storage
locations—high‐risk data, for example, might live on redundant storage, while low‐risk
data (like the week’s cafeteria menu) might live on less‐expensive storage. Not every
company will want or need that option, but if you do need it, it’s something to keep in mind
as you explore your options.
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We might also want to implement some kind of tiered storage, so that older, less‐used data
can be moved to less‐expensive storage but still remain generally accessible. We might
need to observe data‐retention policies, too, and it’s possible an “outsourced” storage
mechanism can address that. This is actually a bigger topic than just offloading BLOB data,
and I’ll spend all of Chapter 4 exploring it.

The Solution: Move the BLOBs
Ultimately, what we want to do is get the BLOBs out of the SQL Server database. That’ll
reduce the size of the database, which will help improve its performance. Of course, we
need to do so in a way that still keeps the content entirely visible to SharePoint so that all of
its features—alerts, workflow, versioning, metadata, security, and so forth—still work for
us. There are two basic approaches to BLOB offloading: External BLOB Storage (EBS) and
Remote BLOB Storage (RBS).

EBS
EBS was introduced with the previous version of SharePoint. It’s a SharePoint‐specific
feature; it’s not generic to SQL Server. Essentially, EBS was the SharePoint product team’s
way of addressing the BLOB problem without specific help from the SQL Server team.
By the way, you should know that EBS is deprecated in SharePoint 2010, meaning
Microsoft doesn’t plan to pursue the technology. Instead, they’re pushing for RBS, which I’ll
discuss next. However, it’s still useful to understand what EBS is and how it works.
How It Works
EBS basically provides a secondary storage mechanism within SharePoint: You still use SQL
Server to store structured data, but those unstructured large items are directed to a
different storage mechanism. A Component Object Model (COM) interface coordinates the
two. EBS is an extensibility point; both Microsoft and third parties can supply you with EBS
providers, and the provider makes the connection between SharePoint’s EBS layer (that
COM interface) and the actual external storage mechanism. Figure 2.7 illustrates how EBS
is built.
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Figure 2.7: SharePoint EBS.
As you can see, structured data is still stored in SQL Server in the normal fashion; BLOB
data is redirected at the SharePoint source through the EBS interface.
Pros
Obviously, the “pro” is that EBS gets BLOB content out of the SQL Server database, reducing
its size and helping to improve its performance. EBS can work with any version of SQL
Server supported by SharePoint, so you don’t need to be on the latest versions of
everything in order to use it.
Cons
EBS isn’t the most sophisticated technology. For example, it doesn’t automatically
overwrite old BLOBs. If you update a file attachment, EBS creates a new store item, and
redirects all of the structured SharePoint data—metadata and the like—toward the new
item. Whoever wrote the EBS provider is responsible for cleaning up the now‐orphaned
“old” data item. In practice, Microsoft says most EBS providers will put that off until some
scheduled “garbage collection” time, when orphaned BLOB data will be cleaned up.
EBS doesn’t integrate with SQL Server directly, meaning SQL Server’s internal
backup/recovery mechanisms, log shipping, replication, and so forth are unaware that
BLOB offloading is happening. That adds a layer of complexity to these operations.
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EBS was always intended as a kind of stopgap solution; even when introducing it, the
SharePoint team knew that something better would be on the way—and they did not
design EBS to migrate to that better way (which turns out to be RBS, which I’ll cover next).
That said, some third parties can help migrate from EBS to RBS, and many third‐party EBS
providers have RBS equivalents, so you can often stay with the same storage vendor.
If you add EBS to an existing SharePoint installation, it won’t convert existing BLOBs over
to the new EBS storage; you’ll have to do that manually—for example, by creating a new
SharePoint site that uses EBS, then restoring your existing SharePoint data to that new site.
Not exactly painless; some third parties may offer tools to help automate the process and
make it less painful.

RBS
This is a technology implemented entirely by SQL Server (2008 and later); SharePoint has
no clue that it’s there or working, nor would any other application. You don’t configure
SharePoint at all—you simply enable this in SQL Server. Applications can be made RBS‐
aware, though (SharePoint is one such application), and those applications can make even
more efficient use of RBS.
How It Works
RBS is designed as an extensible mechanism. To use it, you need an RBS provider, which is
what actually handles dealing with the BLOBs on behalf of SQL Server. Microsoft ships a
default provider, the FILESTREAM provider, that utilizes the new FILESTREAM data type in
SQL Server’s 2008 R2 Feature Pack.
Essentially, the FILESTREAM data type is something you assign to a column in a table. That
is, instead of declaring the column as a varbinary() type, you add the FILESTREAM
attribute to the varbinary() column. SQL Server then automatically writes the BLOB data to
the file system rather than into the database. You still use SQL Server to add and retrieve
BLOB data; all that’s changed is where SQL Server physically stores it. Using a simple
FILESTREAM column doesn’t change the way you do backup and recovery, in fact; SQL
Server “knows” about FILESTREAM columns and integrates them into the backup
processes. They even work within SQL Server’s security model and are fully supported by
transactions. Figure 2.8 shows how it works: Essentially, the FILESTREAM type tells SQL
Server to split out the BLOB data into normal files on the file system.
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Figure 2.8: How the FILESTREAM type works.
Developers can choose to use a different technique to access BLOB data, which involves
using Win32 streaming application programming interfaces (APIs), essentially meaning
they can access the externally‐stored files directly through a shared folder—taking some of
the burden off SQL Server and instead using the Windows file system—which is really,
really good at handling files. That does require a programming change in the application,
but it can improve performance pretty significantly. Figure 2.9 shows how this works: The
application, in this case, needs to do a little bit of extra work because it needs to access two
data stores in order to deal with BLOBs. It isn’t a massive undertaking from a programming
perspective, but it isn’t as transparent as just letting SQL Server do the work. However, SQL
Server isn’t a file system, so the extra programming work is generally rewarded by
improved application performance. SharePoint doesn’t necessarily use this approach;
instead, you’ll typically see it using RBS—which itself can use FILESTREAM.
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Figure 2.9: FILESTREAMaware applications.
The trick with the default FILESTREAM implementation is that it can only store data on the
local disks available to the SQL Server computer. Some SQL Server features—such as
transparent encryption—won’t work for FILESTREAM data. Tables containing
FILESTREAM data can’t be used in database snapshots or in database mirroring (although
log shipping is supported).
As I said, SharePoint doesn’t necessarily use FILESTREAM types directly. The next level up
is the RBS API, which is what SharePoint 2010 does normally use. RBS recognizes that some
companies have developed BLOB‐specific storage systems, and RBS provides a way to
offload BLOB data to those. RBS retains full awareness of the BLOB. That is, if you delete a
row, SQL Server will delete the corresponding BLOB data even though it’s stored
elsewhere. RBS also doesn’t provide quite the same level of data consistency that you get
when storing BLOBs directly in the database or by using the normal FILESTREAM type.
Figure 2.10 illustrates one way in which this can work. Note that in this example,
SharePoint has been modified (there’s a downloadable RBS component for it) to explicitly
use RBS.
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Figure 2.10: SharePoint and RBS.
Figure 2.10 is a bit of a simplification; the actual stack of components is a bit more
complicated, but this illustrates the general idea. For completeness’ sake, I should also note
that RBS doesn’t always require that an application be aware of it. It’s something that can
operate solely within SQL Server, as shown in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Transparent RBS.
Microsoft’s general intention is that providers of BLOB stores—that is, vendors—will write
RBS‐compatible providers that tell SQL Server how to talk to that vendor’s BLOB store.
Microsoft offers an RBS provider that simply utilizes the FILESTREAM type, so you can get
a basic RBS setup running out of the box (with SQL Server 2008 R2, at least). Essentially,
what you do is create a new database in SQL Server that will be your “BLOB Store.” You
configure RBS on your SharePoint database to offload BLOBs to that BLOB Store; the BLOB
Store in turn is set up to use the FILESTREAM type to push the BLOB data to disk. So the
BLOB store winds up being nothing more than pointers to the actual BLOB data; the
SharePoint database, in turn, contains pointers to the BLOB Store. Figure 2.12 shows how
this all fits together.
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Figure 2.12: Microsoft’s FILESTREAM RBS provider.
Again, all of this happens locally on the SQL Server—the files must be on the same physical
machine as the BLOB database when using Microsoft’s FILESTREAM RBS provider.
Pros
Obviously, the big advantage here is reducing your SQL Server database size—by as much
as 90 to 95% in some instances I’ve seen. That’s huge for maintaining SQL Server’s
efficiency as well as giving you a bit more flexibility in the backup and recovery
department. Using strictly the Microsoft‐offered FILESTREAM provider, however, does
limit your flexibility: You’re still stuck with only local storage, and there are complex
interactions with other SQL Server features.
RBS is definitely the “way forward” for both SQL Server and SharePoint. Using RBS will
provide a longer future for you than EBS will.
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Cons
RBS obviously creates a somewhat more complex environment. Although normal SQL
Server backups can work transparently, third‐party backups may or may not work with
RBS, depending on their exact approach—so it’s something to investigate.
Not every RBS approach is created equal. You explicitly need to ensure that offloaded data
can still contain metadata, still be indexed for searching, still be managed by SharePoint
and its security rules, and so forth. You might want to offload different types of data to
different locations, and the RBS provider would need to offer that kind of filtering
functionality; if you just want to offload everything, you can likely use a simpler RBS
provider.
Finally, RBS does require the latest versions of SQL Server and SharePoint. Thus, if you’re
stuck using older versions with no chance of upgrading, this might not be an option for you.

Third‐Party Approaches
Many third parties are now offering their own RBS providers, as RBS is the officially‐
supported BLOB offloading mechanism. SharePoint only needs to understand that “RBS is
in use;” it doesn’t care what’s actually handling the BLOBs in the background.
How It Works
Third parties can either write an RBS provider that is installed on SQL Server or even tap
into the EBS architecture used by older versions of SharePoint. If you’re in a mixed‐version
environment, an extender that can use either RBS or EBS might be desirable.
Added Flexibility
Third‐party RBS providers can provide much faster BLOB offloading and can take more
load off SQL Server. Keep in mind that the RBS FILESTREAM provider still places a load on
SQL Server because SQL Server has to process the BLOBs into and off of the file system.
Third‐party providers can also offer other features:
•

Offload to remote storage (such as a network‐attached store or even to cloud
storage)

•

Cache BLOB data for transmission to off‐premises storage (such as a cloud‐based
backup)

•

Spread BLOB data across multiple storage locations, potentially storing different
types of data in different places—Figure 2.13 shows one way in which that might
work, with files of different categories (perhaps defined by SharePoint metadata)
are offloaded to different storage mechanisms
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Figure 2.13: Offloading data to different locations.
•

Add secure deletion (erasing) to the BLOB deletion process to help comply with
security requirements

•

Compress and/or encrypt BLOB data—something that the native FILESTREAM
provider cannot do

•

Work with hierarchical storage mechanisms for tiered storage, enabling you to
migrate older content (for example) into near‐line storage; note that some vendors
may implement this kind of functionality as a discrete product that works in
conjunction with a separate RBS provider, while others may build the functionality
into an RBS provider

•

Transparently ensure that SharePoint can access BLOB data for search indexing
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Note
A third‐party RBS (or EBS) extension doesn’t even have to be expensive—
some companies offer these providers for free and intend for you to use them
with the storage resources you already have or plan to implement. Try a Web
search for “free sql rbs extender” and see what comes up.

Coming Up Next
So that’s the large item storage taken care of. In the next chapter, we need to look at
another way in which large items come into play: legacy, or external, content. In the perfect
world, you’d consolidate all of your data‐sharing activities into SharePoint, including all
those old‐school file servers that you have laying around. Unfortunately, you’d be
exponentially loading your SharePoint servers, which might not be the best idea. Is there a
way to get all of your shared files into one place—like SharePoint—while still maintaining
great performance and smart utilization of your storage resources? We’ll see—coming up
next.
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Chapter 3: Optimizing SharePoint Storage
for External or Legacy Content
Shared folders. External databases. Even media files—audio, video, and so on. We want it
all in SharePoint so that it’s version‐controlled, secured, and searchable—but can we afford
to bloat the SharePoint database with that much content? Adding all that content will not
only result in a pretty sizable SharePoint database but also take up a lot of expensive
SharePoint storage. However, with the right tools and techniques, you can bring that
content “into” SharePoint, while keeping it stored “outside,” helping to optimize your
SharePoint storage and maintain a smaller, more manageable SharePoint content database.

What Is “External Content?”
Today’s businesses not only have a ton of data but they have it spread all over the place.
Ideally, we could find a way to get all our content into one place, where users could search
for it, read it, and potentially even submit changes as appropriate and allowed. SharePoint
can’t quite get you to the point where all your data is in once place—but with the right
tools and techniques, it can come remarkably close to that goal.

Databases
Businesses keep more data than ever in databases. In fact, it seems as if every major
corporate application written these days requires a database of some kind. We don’t
necessarily want people to be able to use that data from within SharePoint, but a lot of the
information living in databases can be used to great effect in SharePoint‐based dashboards
and other visualizations. For example, why not display charts and goals right on SharePoint
home pages, keeping employees connected with the company’s top‐level goals and letting
them know how well they and the rest of the company are doing in achieving those goals?
Of course, you certainly wouldn’t want to copy all that business data into SharePoint just to
create charts and graphs, or to use the data in other ways. Ideally, you want SharePoint to
be able to access the data where it sits—in a secure fashion—so that SharePoint doesn’t
become a means for users to gain access to data that they shouldn’t be looking at.
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Files in Shared Folders
The first corporate local area networks (LANs) were used primarily to connect users to
each other—and to use each others’ machines as file servers. The first server applications
were primarily focused on sharing files. In fact, the first collaboration software—such as
Microsoft Mail and cc:Mail—were essentially just elaborate file‐sharing services. Shared
files and folders have, in other words, been a key means of sharing information on the
network since the very beginning of modern networks.
As the amount of data we store continued to grow, however, shared folders became less
and less efficient. We had to map an increasing number of network drive letters to
increasingly‐complex shared folder hierarchies in order for our users to find all of that
data. And keeping it organized was (and is) often a nightmare.
Shared folders don’t typically support versioning, workflow, and all the other great features
present in SharePoint. In fact, it would be great if we could just migrate all of that shared
folder content into SharePoint. Doing so, however, isn’t always feasible. The sheer amount
of data may make a complete migration away from file servers impractical; in some cases,
other processes depend on files being located on file servers, not within SharePoint.
In other cases, migrating shared folders into SharePoint can seem, well, wasteful. After all,
they’re just files, right? Why put them into a database, which is stored on a file system,
when we could just store the files on the file system directly? Of course, but not having that
content in SharePoint, we don’t have access to features like versioning, workflow, advanced
permissions, and so on—so there definitely are benefits to having the content “in
SharePoint” somehow. However, perhaps a straightforward migration isn’t the best means
of achieving that goal.

Media Files
Media files, more than other kinds of shared files, can highlight the worst about file servers
and be the most difficult to bring into SharePoint. Media files—audio and video files,
primarily—are difficult to index when they’re just living on a file server. After all, a search
engine can’t (yet) “listen” to an audio file and extract keywords that can be used in
searching. The file system doesn’t, unfortunately, provide us with many ways to manually
add those keywords as metadata, either. File servers make it tough for users to find the
media files they want and need.
SharePoint could improve the situation with its more‐robust metadata capabilities and
search features, but moving media files—which tend to be pretty large—into SharePoint
can exponentially increase storage utilization and even reduce database performance.
Moving media into SharePoint can even reduce the performance of the media itself: Most
media files are meant to stream, something that can be done quite readily from the file
system. Streaming data from a database, however, goes pretty much against everything
that our databases are designed to do. It can be burdensome for a database to retrieve
streaming content properly, and when the database can’t keep up, media playback is
affected.
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Again, we’re faced with a bit of a dilemma: It would be nice to have media in SharePoint for
versioning, workflow, indexing, and searching, but it seems as if doing so would negatively
impact storage utilization and might even result in poorer user experiences.

Files from the Cloud
Recently, businesses have started storing more and more data in a variety of cloud‐based
repositories. Those repositories take the form of simple FTP servers to cloud‐based
databases, and from Web sites to dedicated cloud‐based storage. We’re basically
distributing our old file server model across the Internet—and we’re not doing much to
make it easier to find and manage that data.
But can we just pull all of that cloud‐based data into SharePoint? Doing so would make it
easier to access and manage, but it seems as if that would defeat the whole point of putting
the data into the cloud. If we’re just going to pull the data back into our SharePoint data
center, then we really don’t need the cloud at all, right? Again, a dilemma: How can we
make that cloud‐based data appear to live in SharePoint without moving it out of the cloud?
Note
You’re probably thinking, “SharePoint in the cloud!” as a solution. Not quite.
Although it’s true that many companies offer SharePoint hosting, their
SharePoint installations can only access data living in the hosting company’s
data center—just as your SharePoint servers would seem to be able to access
only data on your network. The ideal would be to have data that could live in
one part of the cloud, yet still be “in” SharePoint—either in your own
SharePoint servers or perhaps even those you’ve outsourced to another part
of the cloud.

Today: Data Chaos
Frankly, it’s amazing that our users can find anything—and it’s no surprise that so much
disk space is given over to the copies of data that users make into their “home” folders—
the only place they can organize data in a way that makes sense to them. We’ve created
“data chaos,” illustrated in Figure 3.1, where our users are running all over the place
(usually virtually, but not always) looking for files, media, data, and more.
SharePoint seems to offer a solution—a way to organize data that is accessible to everyone
who needs it: rich metadata, tagging, and search capabilities, and the ability to version‐
control information, rollback to prior versions, and even apply workflow rules to
information updates. But to really benefit from SharePoint’s capabilities, we need as much
of our information as possible inside SharePoint. Simply migrating everything, however,
could have a negative impact on expensive SharePoint storage resources, and on
SharePoint’s own performance. It’s possible that migrating might be the perfect choice for
some types of information but less than perfect for others. But what can we do besides
migrate the information, if our goal is to take advantage of SharePoint’s features?
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Figure 3.1: Data chaos—our users are forced to look everywhere for the information
they need.
What’s the answer? There are actually a few approaches, and they differ depending on
exactly what kind of content you’re working with.
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Traditional Approaches for Getting External Content into SharePoint
Let’s start by looking at some of the traditional ways of incorporating external content into
SharePoint. None of these techniques are bad, but they’re not always the best. They offer
compelling features and they help to meet certain business goals, so it’s important that we
consider them as potential tactics.

Integration
When you’re dealing primarily with data that lives in external databases, you’re not going
to migrate it into SharePoint unless your plan is to create a SharePoint‐based application
and eventually eliminate that external application (and its database) entirely. For this
discussion, I’ll assume you have data that you want to keep separate from SharePoint, but
that you want some means of accessing that data from within SharePoint. Traditionally,
Microsoft’s answer—introduced with SharePoint Server 2007—has been the Business Data
Catalog (BDC).
The BDC
The BDC is a shared service within SharePoint, enabling SharePoint to grab business data
from back‐end server applications—ideally without any coding on your part (prior to the
BDC, integrating back‐end data almost always required some form of custom programming,
which could be expensive to both create and maintain). The BDC allows data to be
integrated into user profiles, custom applications, Web Parts, lists, and even search. It also
provides support for displaying data drawn from both databases and from Web services—
such as SAP, Siebel, or other line‐of‐business (LOB) applications.
Figure 3.2 shows how back‐end data can be integrated into SharePoint portals. Here,
marketing campaign and other information is drawn from a back‐end database or Web
service.

Figure 3.2: Using the data accessed by the BDC.
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From an architecture standpoint, the BDC uses ADO.NET and other data‐access
techniques—such as a Web service proxy—to access back‐end data from a variety of
sources. It then makes that data available to a variety of SharePoint features. XML‐based
metadata is stored in SharePoint itself to help manage that data, and some of the back‐end
data is cached within SharePoint to enable features like search. Figure 3.3 illustrates the
basic architecture.

Figure 3.3: BDC architecture.
That XML‐based metadata is the real functionality of the BDC. It defines the “mapping”
between SharePoint and the back‐end data, defining back‐end entities, data relationships,
and so on. You have to define this metadata when connecting the BDC to back‐end data;
SharePoint includes tools for doing so.
Business Connectivity Services or “Two‐Way BDC”
For SharePoint 2010, BDC was renamed Business Connectivity Services (BSC), and given
the ability to do more than just read data from back‐end services. Now, it can also write
data to the back‐end. BCS can also be used from within Office 2010 applications. You might
use Word to perform a mail merge from a customer database, for example. In SharePoint
2010, “BDC” now stands for “Business Data Connectivity,” the service that makes BCS work.
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You still have to create XML models of your back‐end data, and those models help control
the ability to write data back to the back‐end. As Figure 3.4 shows (drawn from
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en‐us/library/ee557658.aspx), the number of ways in which
this data can be consumed is even larger than it was with the old BDC. It even includes
robust caching so that users—say, someone using Excel 2010—can access data even if the
back‐end data source isn’t accessible at the moment. BCS can sync read and write
operations with the back‐end server, once it does become available.

Figure 3.4: BCS architecture.
As shown, you can also write custom .NET Framework assemblies to broker connections to
back‐end data, enabling you to impose and enforce business logic between SharePoint and
your back‐end data.
Resource
You can read more about BCS at http://msdn.microsoft.com/en‐
us/library/ee557658.aspx.
BCS remains a solid way of integrating back‐end data into SharePoint. It isn’t exactly “no
coding” as sometimes implied because you do need to be able to create your data models,
but you won’t have to actually write programming code in order to create those models.
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Migration
Migration: Moving content from place to place. In this case, permanently moving content
from file servers or wherever into SharePoint. This isn’t an option with back‐end data; I’m
not presenting migration as an alternative to the BDC/BCS. But for files, media, and so
forth, migration is an option.
How It’s Done
Migration is typically performed using a tool of some kind—and a plethora of them exist
from third‐party vendors, although migration isn’t a space that Microsoft has directly
addressed with any major effort.
At its simplest, migration can involve simply copying a folder hierarchy into SharePoint,
while maintaining whatever access permissions the file had on its file server. A more
complex migration might also involve restructuring the data because SharePoint offers
organizational metaphors and techniques that aren’t present in a simpler, hierarchical
folder structure on a file server. Migrations can also help automatically populate document
metadata, which helps make those documents easier to find through SharePoint’s search
facilities.
Benefits of Migrating Content
The benefits of migrating content into SharePoint are varied and significant. Your content
becomes indexes and searchable. You gain the ability to add version control to documents,
and to enforce workflow rules around document updates. You can in many cases employ
simpler permissions structures, using SharePoint groups rather than individual user
permissions—making long‐term permission maintenance easier. You can even make it
easier for content to be accessed from a variety of places, since SharePoint not only
integrates with the Office suite of applications, but also exposes content via a Web‐based
interface.
But perhaps the biggest benefit of migration is that you can start to end data chaos. Along
with BDC/BCS, migration can help bring all of your content into one place, as shown in
Figure 3.5. Users have one place to go to find everything they need. You can start to manage
permissions in this one place, report on utilization in this one place, and so on. You won’t
need to spend days teaching new users where to find everything on the network, and you
can stop mapping a dozen network drives in logon scripts. Users begin to utilize SharePoint
as—well, as a replacement for file servers, perhaps. Everything lives in one place.
By keeping authoritative copies of data in a single location, you can also start to avoid the
bloat that often accompanies file servers. Users won’t have as strong a need to make copies
of data into their home folders; they can simply keep smaller shortcuts to SharePoint‐
stored documents. Everyone will be working from a single copy of information, rather than
having dozens of copies spread across everyone’s home folders.
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Figure 3.5: SharePoint migrations can help reduce data chaos.
There are a lot of strong arguments in favor of migrating everything into SharePoint.
Downsides of Migrating Content
There are, however, downsides to migrating content, many of which I’ve outlined already.
•

Large content items are going to take up a lot of room in the SharePoint database.
That’s going to complicate SharePoint performance management, as well as
database maintenance tasks like backups, defragmentation, and so on.

•

Media items don’t work as well from a database—which as I’ve pointed out isn’t
designed for streaming data—as they would from a file system.

•

Some file server‐based data, as I suggested earlier, needs to be on a file server in
order to interact with other processes. For example, you might have a process that
“watches” a given folder for new files, and does something with them; that won’t
work if the file “lives” in SharePoint.

Ideally, there’s some middle ground, where we can get the advantages of having content in
SharePoint—without the downsides.
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Goals for External Content
Let’s establish some business goals for all of this external content. Let’s define—at a
business level—what we’d like to do, and then see if it’s possible to achieve that.

Keeping the Content External
Our first goal will be to keep external content outside of SharePoint, simply because there
are benefits in doing so. We’ll maintain our file servers for those processes that rely on
them, and we’ll be keeping our SharePoint database from becoming overly‐bloated with
large content items. File servers are really good at storing files, after all, so let’s let them
continue to do so.
Let’s start building a picture of what we want this to look like. Figure 3.6 will be our
starting point: External content (represented as page icons) will remain external. They’ll be
accessible to external processes that might need them, and they’ll remain secured by
whatever security (such as SQL Server or NTFS permissions) that’s in place.

Figure 3.6: Leaving external content where it is.
Of course, now we’re facing some downsides, because it’s like we don’t even have
SharePoint. So we need to move quickly on to our next business goal.

While Surfacing the Content in SharePoint
We want that external content to appear in SharePoint. In the case of database data, that
might be through something like a custom application, or a BDC/BCS type connection. The
data stays in the database, but SharePoint becomes an interface to it.
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Similarly, we want SharePoint to be aware of our external files and folders—including
media content. We want users to be able to find that content from within SharePoint.
SharePoint will thus remain a single point‐of‐access for our users—helping to kill data
chaos—but it will just be “keeping track” of the external content’s location, rather than
necessarily storing it in the SharePoint database. Figure 3.7 shows this updated goal, with
shortcut icons indicating that the content is surfaced in SharePoint, but not actually present
within it.

Figure 3.7: Surfacing external content in SharePoint without migrating it.
Now, we need to be very specific about our business requirements for how this content is
treated within SharePoint. It’s not that tough to just create a little shortcut, within
SharePoint, to external content; we want a bit more functionality out of the situation than
just that.

And Making External Content a Full SharePoint Citizen
We want our external data to be a “full citizen” of the SharePoint environment. Specifically,
we want external data:
•

Included in a SharePoint Document Library, not just as a list of external links

•

Included in workflow operations

•

Available for alerts, so that users can be notified when content changes

•

Added to SharePoint’s search index
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•

Taggable with metadata to improve searchability

•

Controlled by SharePoint’s permissions (at least, all access via SharePoint should be
controlled that way)

•

Accessed directly from within SharePoint by SharePoint‐aware applications like
Microsoft Office. We should be able to have Word open up a SharePoint‐based Word
document, even if that document is technically still living on a file server someplace.
We want to remove users’ awareness of those file servers, in other words.

Basically, we’re asking a lot: We want our content to act as if it lives in the SharePoint
database, even if it doesn’t.
And we want this for more than just file servers. We also want content located on local
and, possibly, remote FTP servers treated this way, along with content that may be located
in outsourced, cloud‐based storage. In fact, let’s update our drawing—in Figure 3.8—to
reflect that added requirement.

Figure 3.8: Including FTP and cloudbased content in SharePoint.
We can do all of this. We just need to take a more creative approach for getting external
content into SharePoint—more creative than a simple migration, that is.
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Note
From here on out, I’m going to sort of drop the “external content from a
database” aspect of the discussion. SharePoint’s BDC/BCS functionality
serves that need well, and custom applications are needed if you exceed the
capabilities of BDC/BCS. I’m going to focus on external file‐based content
(including media files) living on FTP servers, cloud storage, or file servers.
I’m not implying in any way that database‐based data isn’t important, just
that it’s a problem with a clearly‐defined native solution.

Creative Approaches for Getting External Content into SharePoint
So let’s talk about creative approaches. In general, these are things you’ll need third‐party
software to implement; we’re not talking about native SharePoint capabilities. In general,
there are two things to discuss: Content connectors and the special considerations
necessary for those large, streaming‐media files.

Content “Connectors”
A content connector is designed to take external data—living, perhaps, on a file server, FTP
server, or some cloud‐based storage—and present it through SharePoint. Done correctly,
this meets all of our requirements: We get to leave our external content outside SharePoint,
for a trimmer SharePoint database, but we get all the benefits of having the content “in”
SharePoint, like search, workflow, alerts, and so on.
There’s a trick, here: It’s still possible to access the content from its original location. That
means there has to be some kind of two‐way synchronization, so that changes in either
SharePoint or the native location will be synchronized to the other. For example, if
someone changes a filename in SharePoint, we want that mirrored on the file server where
the file actually lives. One way to accomplish that synchronization is to have a tool that can
monitor both SharePoint and the content’s native location for change events. This is a
superior approach to time‐based synchronization, which simply checks for changes at a
fixed interval.
Architecturally, this is accomplished through an extension to SharePoint itself. That
extension receives or gathers information about external content, and populates
SharePoint’s database with the information. Figure 3.9 shows how this might work. Note
that I’ll use “N” to designate content natively stored in SharePoint’s database, and “X” to
indicate external content.
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Figure 3.9: Incorporating external content into SharePoint.
That information includes an identifier that the content is, in fact, external, so that when a
user attempts to access the content, the SharePoint extension can physically retrieve it.
Figure 3.10 illustrates.

Figure 3.10: Accessing external content from SharePoint.
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The important fact to remember here is that the user is only dealing with SharePoint. Any
application—like the Office suite—that works with SharePoint will work with this external
content, because the content appears to be living in SharePoint. The extension simply
makes the fact that it’s really located externally transparent.

Special Considerations for Media Files
You could do that exact same “connector” trick for media files. However, there’s a danger in
doing so: You’ll be putting a decent burden on SharePoint’s Web Front End (WFE).
Essentially, the WFE is going to become responsible for streaming the media content to the
Web‐based user. There’s nothing wrong with that, since it’s what Web applications are
more or less designed to handle, but there is a better way. Simply bypass the WFE.
You still have a SharePoint extension operating, here. It gathers your external content, be it
located in a file share, FTP server, or in the cloud—FTP and cloud being more important
when it comes to media, since so much of it may be located externally.
Note
Make sure the SharePoint extension you select supports a variety of media
types—WMV, WMA, MP3, AAC, VP6, MP4, MPEG, MPG, AVI, WAV, and so
forth. You don’t necessarily want to be “stuck” just doing Microsoft‐friendly
media types, or any other vendor’s media types for that matter. You want
support for them all.
By having the extension stream content directly to the user’s browser, you offload some
work from the SharePoint WFE. That helps keep performance high for other users, and
makes SharePoint itself more scalable. Figure 3.11 shows how that might work.

Figure 3.11: Streaming media directly to the user, bypassing the WFE.
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How Do You Do It?
There are a number of ways that you could physically implement such a connector. One
way would be to simply install an extension of some kind on to each SharePoint server.
That might not be optimal in high‐load environments, though, since each server would be
responsible for maintaining its own list of external content.
A better approach, shown in Figure 3.12, might be to adopt a client‐server model. A central
“external content server,” shown in the middle, would be responsible for loading “stubs”
for external content into SharePoint databases. A client agent, running on each SharePoint
server, would handle that communication with the central external content server. By
populating SharePoint with the appropriate stubs, the system would enable SharePoint to
discover, index, view, and manage the external content. The central server would also be
responsible for detecting changes and synchronizing them as I described earlier.

Figure 3.12: Implementing an external content connector.
Obviously, this is just a rough sketch of how the implementation might actually work; each
vendor producing such a solution would no doubt have a unique approach.
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Coming Up Next
Most businesses are awash in old data, much of which they’re required to keep handy. It’s a
good thing we’re closer to the “paperless office” than a decade or two ago because
otherwise we’d be drowning in archived content. But “old data” doesn’t mean “unneeded
data;” you still may have to refer to that dormant, older content from time to time. Keeping
it all in SharePoint is a great way to bloat your database, reduce performance, and consume
costly storage resources—but removing that data from SharePoint makes the data more
difficult to find and access. In the final chapter of this book, we’ll look at ways to
incorporate dormant and archived content into SharePoint, while still maintaining good
performance and responsible utilization of storage resources.
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Chapter 4: Optimizing SharePoint Storage
for Dormant and Archived Content
Do we really need to keep every version of every file in the SharePoint database forever?
Probably not—but where do you draw the line? How can you maximize your version
history while minimizing your storage impact? Better yet, how can you take advantage of
your existing tiered storage—including tape storage—to archive content without creating a
SharePoint database that just grows and grows and grows?

When Content Goes “Dormant”
So what, exactly, is “dormant” SharePoint content? Where does it come from? What makes
us consider it dormant instead of active—and why use the word dormant rather than
something more final like dead? I’ll offer up four examples of dormant content—and
provide you with some abbreviated case study examples from customers I’ve worked with
to help explain the differences between dormant and dead.

Entire Sites Are No Longer Needed
Sometimes you’ll find that you have completely superfluous SharePoint sites. I think this
probably happens most frequently through mergers and acquisitions, but I’ve also seen a
lot of them come about from simple bad planning—or in some cases because things didn’t
pan out quite like anyone expected.
I worked with one customer who had deployed separate SharePoint sites for
their main Human Resources department and a separate one for employee
perks—you know, discounted tickets to the local theme park, information on
the upcoming company picnic, application forms for the local credit union, that
kind of thing. The theory was that the perks weren’t exactly work‐related, so
while they were managed by someone in HR, they would be kept separate from
the HR site.
The problem is that the employees kept going to the HR site to find that
information because they knew someone in HR was responsible for organizing
it. Prior to SharePoint, in fact, one HR employee—let’s call her Kathy—was
famous for maintaining the highly‐decorated bulletin board of perks and other
information in the employee break room.
At first, the company just put some very visible pointers onto the HR SharePoint
site. Then they started to realize that most of the HR site’s traffic was just
redirecting off to the perks site. Everyone started to wonder why two sites even
made sense, and the perks content was quickly integrated into the HR site.
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The only problem with declaring the perks site “dead,” and preventing the
company from wanting to delete it outright, is that it still contained a lot of
historical information that everyone wanted to preserve. Kathy, in particular,
wanted to make sure she’d have access to all of that older information so that
she could make sure she was negotiating reasonable new perks with outside
companies.

In a merger or acquisition, it’s common to want to merge duplicate SharePoint sites—like
merging two HR sites into one. It’s also common to want to maintain the original content
someplace, for reference purposes. You might want to make sure that you migrated
everything of importance, for example, or you might be required by law to retain some
pieces of information for a designated period of time. In Kathy’s case, she wanted to hold on
to all that outdated content simply because it served as a good reference for her. Other
employees also needed some of the older information—programs that they were still
participating in, for example, but that were no longer enrolling new participants. The
company could have just migrated all of the information to the main HR site, but that
dormant content—the stuff a few people would need some of the time but that nobody
needed very often—just felt like bloat.

Projects End
One of the biggest reasons to see SharePoint content become dormant is when projects
end. Often a project will have a dedicated section of a SharePoint site, or might even have
an entirely dedicated SharePoint site devoted to it. As the project winds down, that content
becomes dormant—but not so “dead” that everyone’s willing to just delete it and be done
with it.
I’ve done a good amount of work for technology companies, and one of the
larger ones I work with spins up a new SharePoint site for every new network
integration client they begin courting. All of the bids and proposals, requests for
proposals, and other sales details are kept in that SharePoint site—an invaluable
way for everyone on the sales team to access everything, collaborate on
documents, and so forth.
When the customer is finally acquired—or, sadly, when they lose the bid—that
SharePoint site is no longer needed. However, nobody ever wants to just delete
the thing. Many of the materials might be leveraged in future bids, for example,
and in cases where the company won the bid, they need to maintain that
information so that everyone can see exactly what was pitched to the
customer—in case there’s ever any disagreement.
When I first started working with this company, standard policy was to simply
leave every SharePoint site up and running. Forever. Needless to say, they used
a tremendous amount of storage, all for things that someone might need to
access on occasion.
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The company had just about convinced themselves to adopt the “archive and delete”
approach, which I’ll look at later in this chapter, when I arrived. Before they did that,
though, I made them sit down and really lay out some of the business and technology
concerns around that dormant—but not dead—content so that we could come up with a
solution that actually met all of those needs.

Older Versions No Longer Actively Needed
One of the great features of SharePoint is its ability to maintain old versions of documents,
and to provide any authorized user with access to those older versions. But sometimes you
don’t actively need all of that old data, and it can take up a significant amount of space in a
SharePoint database.
I’ve worked with a couple of pharmaceutical firms over the years, and one of
the smaller ones uses SharePoint to keep track of a number of documents. Even
though those documents remain in active daily use, some of them have old
versions going back years. Nobody ever needs those old versions—they’re
hopelessly outdated in most cases—but the company is required by law to
maintain them all. There’s never been a single instance in the company’s history
where regulators asked for older versions—but it could happen, and so they
need to comply with the law.
The results are some seriously bloated SharePoint databases. Even in some of
their newer SharePoint sites, where they’ve implemented some kind of BLOB
offloading, they’re consuming an enormous amount of disk space storing these
old versions.

Regulatory compliance—or in some cases compliance with internal policies—is one of the
biggest reasons I see for dormant SharePoint content being maintained in live, active
SharePoint sites. Some companies will actually set up separate “archive” sites where they
move old stuff—but in some cases, depending on how they move data, they’ve found that
they’ve lost the old version info that was stored in the original site.

Content Is Phased Out
Sometimes, you just don’t need content anymore. But that doesn’t mean you’re ready to get
rid of it permanently.
One of my clients recently started changing their entire business model. They
had been a software development consulting firm, and they were moving
toward network management and out of the software development business.
They still have tons of information stored in SharePoint—project specifications,
customer files, and so on—that they’re simply not going to need on a day‐to‐
day basis anymore. The owner of the company is concerned about deleting it,
though. He knows there’s information in there that someone will need every
other month or so—they’ve already seen that pattern, in fact, which is why
they’ve been reluctant to finally decommission those old SharePoint sites.
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They’ve actually considered moving that content to outsourced SharePoint
storage, which in some cases can be pretty inexpensive, just so that they don’t
have to maintain the servers, the additional Microsoft software licenses, and so
on. He just can’t bring himself to pay for services that are just there for dormant
content.

The first company I ever worked for was an electronics repair company, and for a variety of
reasons, they needed to keep every customer invoice they’d ever written. An entire room
was full of those cardboard banker’s boxes, stuffed with old invoices, payment records, and
so on—and, every month or so, someone would actually need to go in there and dig up
something out of the past. Just because content is old or has been phased out doesn’t mean
it’s dead, but it doesn’t mean you have to relish spending production‐level resources and
money to maintain it.

Business Concerns for Dormant Content
When I sit down with my customers to talk about why all their dormant content is still live,
and what they’d like to do with it, the reasons tend to break down into three main
categories. These are their business concerns, and in some cases they’re a bit contradictory.

Storage Utilization
First and foremost, everyone is concerned about the cost of storing all that old information.
Server storage—especially for data‐intensive systems like SharePoint—isn’t cheap. It has
to be redundant, often incorporates expensive hot‐swappable drives and powerful drive
controllers, and frequently comes in the form of expensive Storage Area Network (SAN)
storage. Tell a director that he needs to buy more storage when he knows that a lot of it is
being occupied by dormant content, and he just gets frustrated. Here’s what one IT
executive told me in a letter one time:
It’s like file servers, all over again, and worse. When we had file servers, we
knew we had a ton of duplicate and useless content, so we started
implementing file type filtering, storage quotas, and so forth. That started to
bring the problem under control, but only barely. We still knew we had tons of
dormant content that should have been in a tape archive or something, but we
made a regular effort to identify that stuff and get it moved on a schedule. In
some cases we probably deleted stuff we shouldn’t have, but it kept the storage
bloat somewhat under control.
Now, with SharePoint, we’re right back where we started from—only it’s worse,
because we’re not only storing dormant content, we’re storing every version of
every document. So for every dormant file we have, there’s probably a dozen or
more old versions of that file floating around. We have less control over filtering
and quotas, and it’s actually more difficult for us to go in and identify the old
stuff. Plus, it’s all tied into the SharePoint database—we can’t just copy a bunch
of files onto tape and then delete them. We have to wrangle them out of
SharePoint somehow—and if we do that, how will anyone ever find it again?
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It’s definitely frustrating. One customer told me that something like 80% of their
SharePoint database space was consumed by file attachments (which matches what I hear
from other customers), and that something like 70% of that space was files and old
versions that weren’t being actively used by anyone—but that couldn’t be entirely deleted,
yet.
Imagine living in a nice, three‐bedroom house—where two bedrooms and every closet, not
to mention the garage, are filled with your kids’ memorabilia. You don’t want to throw that
kind of stuff away—you’ll want to pull it out when they finally bring the grandkids over
someday—but at the same time, it’s a bit frustrating to have all of your space consumed by
this stuff. So why keep it?

Regulatory and Industry Compliance
One reason companies hang on to their dormant content is, as I’ve mentioned, regulatory.
Either there’s a law, or some industry rule, that’s forcing them to maintain it all. HIPAA,
Sarbanes‐Oxley, GLBA—they all specify retention times for information. In many cases,
though, they specify minimum and maximum times, meaning you must retain information
for a certain period of time—no matter how much disk space it takes to do so—but then
you must also remove the information once it’s retention period has passed. Managing that
can be quite complicated. In fact, after having a discussion with one IT executive on this
very topic, he wrote me to say:
It’s not complicated for us. We’re just not going to permit data covered by those
regulations to be stored in SharePoint. We’ve built an “island”—a specific file
server—where that information is stored. Information in databases, like our
patient records, go into specific database servers. That way we only have to
perform retention and cleaning in a few well‐known places. We’re considering
adding a SharePoint site to that “island of compliance,” but it’s obviously a bit
more overhead than a file server. We have to make sure we can get the right
tools in place to manage the content within SharePoint, archive it, and so
forth—just like we already do for file servers.

On top of regulations and requirements imposed by external regulations and industry
rules, companies often have to deal with their own internal policies that require them to
retain content for some period of time.
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Retention and Archiving Policies
Those internal policies can be just as restrictive and cumbersome—especially when it
comes to SharePoint‐based data—as external requirements. One of my customers isn’t
subject to any regulatory or industry rules, and he still struggles with maintaining retention
policies.
We’re complicated. We don’t have to keep any data, legally, but we choose to
keep quite a bit. Anything related to one of our products has to be retained for
ten years past the time we discontinue that product family entirely. Personnel
records we keep for three or four years after the person leaves, unless they’re
entitled to ongoing benefits of some kind, in which case it’s pretty much
forever. Any communications with customers are retained for five years. Tax
and financial records are seven years, I think—that’s a legal thing, I guess, and
not an internal policy.
Those of us in IT just can’t deal with it. Nobody actually classifies the data, so
we’re supposed to figure out what to keep and for how long. Since nobody has
rules on the maximum time we have to keep something, we pretty much just
keep everything, forever. We tend to grab anything that’s more than a couple of
years old and write it out to tape, so it keeps our production servers from
getting too bogged down—but I tell you, it’s a major production when we have
to go grab something from tape.

That “major production” is one of the significant disadvantages of the “archive and delete”
approach, which I’ll discuss in just a moment. But this excerpt does bring up a new and
interesting point: IT overhead. Too often, IT is tasked with figuring out what content can be
deleted, archived, or whatever—and they often lack the tools and background to make the
right decision. In those cases, it’s not unusual to see IT err on the side of caution and just
“keep everything, forever.” Which can certainly be expensive.

The “Archive & Delete” Approach
The traditional approach to dormant content is to write it to some kind of archival medium,
and then delete it. Simple. Of course, when it comes to SharePoint things can get a bit more
complicated.

Techniques
Think about how you might traditionally archive dormant content. I’ve worked with
companies that used optical media archival—a fancy way of saying they bought DVD
recorders for their users, along with stacks of blank DVD‐Rs. Other companies write data
off to tape, and then delete it from the file server or whatever. The idea has always been to
move the data to some durable external storage—typically offline storage, such as a tape or
DVD‐R or CD‐R—and then delete that data from main‐line, production storage.
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In SharePoint, that gets a bit trickier. First, you have to extract the actual content from the
database. Ideally, you’ll grab old versions and metadata, too. All that gets written to your
archive media, and then you have to delete it from SharePoint. That’s definitely a bit more
complex than just burning a few files onto a DVD‐R. I approached one customer who
currently uses the “archive and delete” approach and asked them how they did it. I figured
they had acquired some kind of SharePoint archival tool that found unused data, extracted
it, stored it with some kind of XML file that contained the metadata, and then perhaps built
an index of data that had been stored offline. Here’s what they told me:
We wish we had something that fancy. No, we just take a full backup of the
SharePoint database and store it as a permanent archive, outside of our normal
backup tape rotation. We do it once a month or so.
It works great until someone actually needs it. We don’t actually have any way
of describing what’s different between any of the tapes, so basically we take a
guess as to which tape we need, restore the database to a spare SharePoint
server that we have running in a virtual machine, and then see if it contains
what we think it does. It’s a huge pain in the neck.
As for deleting the data, we did write some scripts to do that. We find anything
that hasn’t been accessed in about a year and just delete the item entirely.
We’re starting to produce a list of what gets deleted by the tool during each
run, so we basically know that the most recent version of any deleted file is on
whatever tape backup we made right before we ran the delete job. We’ve been
using Windows’ Desktop Search feature to search through those files and find
filenames, and that does help us identify the right backup tape more quickly.

Ouch. Yet, as I touched base with more and more customers, this was their approach for
dealing with dormant content: Make regular backups, and then delete stuff that’s not being
actively used. Maybe keep track of what you deleted, so that you’ll at least have a clue about
where to go find it in your archives. The “archive and delete” approach is definitely not a
pretty picture.
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Pros and Cons
There’s really only one “pro” here: You get dormant content off of your production servers,
and you do so in a way that makes it at least theoretically possible to get that content back
if you need it. The “cons,” however, are many:
•

Finding the content. Actually locating content in the archive can be impossible,
especially if you’re not keeping track of the content as you delete it, or if you’re not
tracking it in some searchable fashion. The bottom line is that you’ve pulled the
content out of SharePoint, whose main job was to make that content easier to find.
You won’t be able to search by content keyword, on metadata, on tags, or anything
else. The content is gone from SharePoint.

•

IT overhead. Find the content in your indexes—if you have them. Figure out the
right backup tape to use. Restore the tape to a spare server. Spin up the spare server
and access SharePoint to get the file you need. Need another file? Start over. To say
that the “archive and delete” approach involves significant IT overhead is a major
understatement.

•

No selfservice. Using the “archive and delete” approach certainly makes it difficult
to offer users a self‐service options for retrieving archived data. Typically, someone
from IT has to retrieve tapes and process them, because the traditional approach
doesn’t involve using near‐line storage.

•

Manual archival selection. With the traditional approach—especially the “back up
the whole server and then delete stuff” approach—there are no real automated
means of locating data that’s dormant and ready for archival. That means there’s
even more overhead—often on IT—to select content for clean‐up.

With those cons and that pro in mind, as well as all of the business concerns and
requirements already covered, let’s establish some specific goals for managing dormant
SharePoint content.

Goals for Dormant Content
The idea is to synthesize what we like about the “archive and delete” approach with our
business goals and concerns, while seeing if we can find a way to mitigate the downsides of
the more traditional offline storage‐based archive approaches. We’ll come up with a short
list of major capabilities that we want to add to SharePoint, enabling us to look for
solutions that provide those specific capabilities.
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Reduce SharePoint Database Utilization
Our first goal is to reduce SharePoint storage utilization—something even a stack of DVD‐
Rs, a DVD burner, and the Delete key on your keyboard can accomplish. But we ideally
want something that’s not going to require some poor human being to go through every
SharePoint site and figure out what’s dormant and what’s still active. Ideally, we a way to
specify some business rules. Content with a “Retain” metadata tag, for example, might be
kept online for a year and then considered “dormant” if it isn’t being accessed. Other
content might be considered “dormant” after a few months. Whatever our rules are, we
need a way to define them so that the computer can do the hard work of figuring out what’s
considered dormant. After all, isn’t performing repetitive, boring, manual tasks exactly why
we invented computers in the first place?
We also need to accommodate those situations where we’re ready to take an entire
SharePoint site offline when, for whatever reason, we don’t need that site anymore. Taking
it offline is, of course, the easy part—we also want to make sure we can still get to it.

Keeping Dormant Content Accessible
That’s the real trick, here. Once dormant content has been identified, we want it out of our
expensive SharePoint storage—but we don’t want to give up easy access to it. When I say
accessible, I don’t just mean, “we can get to it if someone goes and finds the right tape.” I
want my users to continue to be able to search for the content right within SharePoint—I
just don’t want the content to be actually in SharePoint right then.

Utilizing Existing Tiered Storage Infrastructure
I also don’t want to have to buy a lot of expensive, task‐specific storage. After all, this is
dormant content—stuff I’d really rather just get rid of, but can’t quite do so for some
reason. Ideally, content removed from SharePoint could perhaps per compressed and even
de‐duplicated, so that it takes up a lot less space than it used to. Of course, I still want
people to be able to get to it right through SharePoint, so I don’t necessarily want the data
written to offline storage that will require IT intervention to bring back online.

Techniques and Concerns for SharePoint Content Lifecycle
Management
The basic way to accomplish this is as follows:
•

Identify, preferably through some kind of automated business rules, data that is
considered dormant.

•

Remove that data from SharePoint—but leave a “stub” behind, so that the data can
still be found. This won’t completely free up all the space in the SharePoint
database—but it will reduce the amount of database space by perhaps 95‐98%,
since I’m removing the actual content and just leaving the pointer records behind.
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•

Copy that data to some kind of online or near‐line compressed, de‐duplicated data
store. If I happen to have something like an EMC Centera storage system hanging
around, that’d be perfect, but I might also want to push it to cloud‐based storage, a
network file server, or some other kind of file system. I definitely don’t want the
dormant data going into SQL Server, though. Encryption might be nice, too, since
some of that data is bound to be sensitive.

•

Users can still “see” the content in SharePoint—but it’s not entirely there. So if they
try to access it, I might want to just prevent them from doing so unless they have a
specific permission set. If they do, then I want the content to be invisibly “re‐
hydrated” from storage. I’m actually of two minds about how I might want that re‐
hydration to happen, and I’ll discuss them both in a bit.

In some cases, I might even want a specific area in SharePoint—perhaps a Web part—that I
can use to provide specific users with easier access to archived data. Figure 4.1 shows an
example, where a user might want to explicitly search through archived data using
keywords, metadata, and so forth.

Figure 4.1: Searching archived data through a Web part.
There are, of course, a few tricks into making this do everything I want.
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“Dehydrating” and “Re‐Hydrating” Data
There’s really two phases to archiving: What I’ll call dehydrating the data, and then the later
rehydrating of that data. Here’s how I think the dehydrating part should work: Having
identified dormant content (based on business rules, which I’ll get to in a moment), the
archiving solution (shown as the “Archiver” in Figure 4.2) actually identifies that content in
the SQL Server database, or by talking to SharePoint. It then moves the file portion of the
content—the BLOB—out of the SQL Server database, leaving behind what I call the header
record for that data. Vendors tend to call that a stub; it’s the bit in the database that
contains the file’s name, type, metadata, permissions, and so forth. It’s actually quite tiny
compared to the file itself—perhaps a few kilobytes in most cases. So SharePoint still thinks
the content exists in the database—and it does, just not the content part of the content, if
you follow me.

Figure 4.2: Dehydrating data.
When it comes to the re‐hydration, I said I was of two minds, and I am. Figure 4.3 shows the
first way I think this could happen: When someone accesses a piece of content in
SharePoint, the archiver transparently copies the file data back into the SQL Server
database.
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Figure 4.3: Rehydrating data.
That’s a perfectly valid technique, but I suspect some vendors will approach the problem a
bit differently. Having already implemented BLOB offloading, why not just let the BLOBs
stay offloaded? In other words, why load the content back into SQL Server—where it might
not be used again for years and would just need to be archived again—when you could
invisibly provide access to it without moving it? N Figure 4.4, I illustrate how access to the
file might be granted through SQL Server, using BLOB offloading as I’ve discussed in
previous chapters, without actually putting the file data back into SQL Server.
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Figure 4.4: Accessing file contents without restoring to SQL Server.
Both approaches have their pros and cons, and it’s possible that some solution vendors
might even offer both approaches as options. Whatever route you choose, I think the most
important thing is that the process be as invisible as possible to your end users. I don’t
mean transparent, because that implies your users are looking “through” something. This
process needs to happen magically on the back‐end, without your users being any the
wiser. That means the recovery process has to be fast—on the order a gigabyte a minute or
so, which is a speed that will seem pretty swift to an average network user.

Business Rules
As I’ve mentioned, we don’t want to have to manually specify what data gets archived. I
might want to set rules based on last access time or last modification time, file size, or even
metadata. In fact, if I could start convincing my users to apply metadata to help categorize
data, that would be an excellent way of identifying items that have unique recovery
requirements, like financial data, tax information, and so on. Since I’m not sure if I’ll be able
to teach them that, I’d like the flexibility to specify less user‐reliant rules based on dates
and sizes, file types, and so on. Figure 4.5 shows how you might specify some of these rules.
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Figure 4.5: Setting business rules for archiving.
I also want to be able to preview what my business rules are about to archive, so that I’m
not accidentally archiving everything out of SharePoint just because I mistyped a rule
criterion or something.

Caution: Sticking with Official APIs
I want to offer a brief word of caution, here: Stick with solutions that use official, published
Microsoft application programming interfaces (APIs) for SharePoint. Here’s a story from
my own experience about the dangers in not doing so:
I worked for a company that had implemented a third‐party SharePoint archival
solution. This was some time ago, before a lot of public APIs were available to
help with this, and so the solution vendor was basically jumping into the
database directly, wedging their own code into SharePoint, and so on. This
caused a few problems in the long run.
First, when a new version of SharePoint came out, we couldn’t upgrade until our
solution vendor had upgraded their bits, so they were effectively hacking
SharePoint to accomplish their tasks.
Second, when Microsoft finally did release public APIs, they also shut down the
back‐door access that our solution had been relying on. Our particular vendor
took a long time rewriting to use the new APIs, which meant we waited a long
time for our SharePoint upgrade.
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When Microsoft does decide to implement official APIs for something, they sometimes
leave “back doors” in place for a version or two, deprecating them and hoping vendors get
the message and rewrite their code. Other times, Microsoft just shuts off the unofficial
access, especially if it’s something they’ve seen or experienced other problems with. The
moral here is that archiving can be accomplished through published, official, supported
APIs—and you should only consider solutions that use those APIs.

Permissions on Archived Data
I want my archived data to maintain exactly the same permissions that it had in SharePoint.
If I have to manage an additional set of permissions for archived items, I’ll go nuts—there
are already too many places my IT team has to manage permissions!
This means that when people search for content, they should see archived content that they
have permission to, and they shouldn’t suddenly gain access to new content just because it’s
been archived. This should actually be pretty easy for a solution to pull off: Remember that
a stub of the content is staying in the SharePoint database. That stub is where permissions
get applied; all we’re doing is archiving the large content associated with that stub. Figure
4.6 shows what I’m talking about: The permissions live in SharePoint, and the archival
solution should only permit access to content when that access comes through SharePoint,
helping to ensure that SharePoint remains “in charge” of security of that content.

Figure 4.6: Maintaining permissions on dehydrated content.
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I’ll say this, though: When your archive storage is a file server, there are going to be other
permissions involved. A Windows file server doesn’t do “no permissions,” and they don’t do
“delegated permissions” either. So in that case, the best you can hope for—and this is
certainly sufficient—is one of these two approaches:
•

The files on the storage system are permissioned in such a way that only the archive
solution’s service account can access them. This effectively locks everyone else out,
and the archive solution only provides access to the file via SharePoint—which
respects its own permissions.

•

The archive solution actually synchronizes, in some fashion, SharePoint’s
permissions onto the archived files. That’s certainly a valid approach, too, since it
keeps SharePoint “in charge.”

Many archive solutions store files in such a compressed and encrypted format that
accessing them directly from the archival storage isn’t feasible; you don’t need to worry as
much about permissions when the file itself is unusable. You should, however, spend some
time understanding how a potential solution handles this security and permissions
situation, so that you’re comfortable that the approach you’re buying will work for your
organization.

More Shopping List Items
There are a few other capabilities that are more easily explained, that you should definitely
keep in mind when you’re shopping for SharePoint archival solutions. You might not need
every single one of these, but the ones you do need, you don’t want to overlook:
•

Flexibility. You want to be able to archive anything, from a single item, to a list, to a
library, to all items of a specific type, all the way to an entire site.

•

End‐User Access. Hey, let’s let our users—those we trust, of course—get in on the
act. If they can identify something as dormant, let them do so, and our solution
should archive it immediately.

•

Any archive endpoint. You really want a system that isn’t going to lock you into a
specific kind of storage. Yes, if you’re an EMC customer, you want to use your EMC
solution—but if you’re not, maybe a simple file server is your archival choice. You
should get compression and encryption either way, but be prepared for things like
document de‐duplication to only come with higher‐end storage systems.

•

Archive‐specific permissions. Despite what I said earlier, I do want some specific
permissions to the archiving system. I want to be able to decide who can view and
restore archived data, and perhaps who is allowed to archive data and mark it as
dormant.
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Direct access to archived data. When you archive an entire list, library, or site,
there’s nothing left in SharePoint for people to search for—no stubs, in other words.
So an archive solution still has to provide some dedicated retrieval interface, and
that will often involve actually re‐hydrating content back into the production
database so that SharePoint can “see” it again. Look for:
o A solution that provides a SharePoint‐integrated interface for retrieving
content, rather than forcing users to turn to some proprietary tool.
o A solution that provides full fidelity for restored content—including content,
metadata, permissions, version history, and so on. You don’t want to lose a
thing if you choose to bring something back from dormancy.

•

Full SharePoint integration. An archival solution should work whether users are
accessing content through the SharePoint Web Front‐End, or via Office, or via
anything else that connects through SharePoint.

•

Reporting. Solutions need to provide some kind of management reporting,
including information on who is using the archive, what data is being accessed, and
so on.

You’ll doubtless have some requirements of your own, and it’s a good idea to document
those. Make up an “evaluation checklist” as you start to look at solutions, and keep track
not only of which potential solutions meet your requirements, but how they meet those
requirements, so that you can select the solution that will do the best job for your business
in the long run.

Conclusion
There you have it: Some modern ideas for improving and optimizing SharePoint storage,
for getting more content into SharePoint without bloating the database, and making
SharePoint an overall more‐useful part of your enterprise. I hope you’ve found these ideas
useful, and that you’re ready to start researching solutions that can give you these
capabilities in your own SharePoint environment.
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